Grass Management/ Pasture Mix
20% Prana Tetraploid Perennial Rye
15% Fawn Tall Fescue
20% Climax Timothy
15% Orca Orchardgrass
20% Spring Green Festulolium
10% 85/80 Kentucky Blue Grass
Grows 24” – 30” (unmowed). Good for grazing animals or creating naturalistic sites.
New seeding – 4–5 lbs./M
Overseeding – 2–3 lbs./M
> 50 lb. bag

Temporary Seasonal Grasses
Revenge GLX – Certified:
Germinates quickly and can be used as a temporary ground cover or nurse crop. Not winter hardy
> 50 lb. bag

Winter Ryegrass: Temporary cover with high cold tolerance makes this a great choice for early spring, late fall and winter erosion control use that is fast to establish. Seeding rate: 60–120 pounds per acre.
> 50 lb. bag

Perennial Ryegrass
Fiesta 4 – Blue Tag Certified:
Gray Leaf Spot resistant with good to excellent disease resistance to Pythium, Brown Patch, Leaf Spot and Dollar Spot. A high endophyte level provides good resistance to surface and crown feeding insects such as Webworm, Armyworm, Billbug and others.
> 50 lb. bag

Turf Type Tall Fescue
Inferno: #1 for overall quality in national NTEP ratings for excellent spring color and frost tolerance remarkable wear tolerance; superior brown patch and GraySnow Mold tolerance makes this an excellent choice for the Transition Zone.
> 50 lb. bag

Creeping Bentgrass — 25 lb. pails or bags
V8: A superior new variety with the #1 rating in the NTEP trials for density, lending itself well to establishment of lightning fast greens.


Declaration: Cutting edge variety with excellent overall turf quality. Excellent Dollar Spot resistance.

Independence: Improved overall disease resistance including Dollar Spot; improved mowing qualities; medium dark green color; upright, aggressive habit.

L-93 Bentgrass Certified:
An industry standard for the last decade. Perfect choice for aggressive establish and use in wide range of mowing heights. Also available with Yellow Jacket Coating.

Penn A-4: Top statistical group in 1999 NTEP greens trial and seedling vigor. Superior turf quality and tied with A-1 for highest density. Excellent overall disease resistance -Snow Mold tolerance similar to A-1.

Penn A-1: Excellent Brown Patch resistance; exceptional Dollar Spot tolerance. More dense than A-2, tied with A-4 for density; strong heat tolerance; superior putting turf.

Penn A-1/A-4: A 50/50 blend of the above two varieties combine to create an ideal selection for tees and greens.

Pennway: Broad genetic diversity required to give an excellent playing surface on various soil types. Contains Penncross, PennLinks, Seaside II and Penneagle. Good heat and drought tolerance.

Penn G-6: Excellent seedling vigor; quick establishment Great overseeding choice. Excellent greens quality; helps reduce Poa annua competition.


Penncross: One of the most popular and requested blends on the market today. Aggressive growth habit allows for quick divot repair. Good heat and wear tolerance. Also available with Yellow Jacket Coating.

Penntrio: Combines the strengths of Penncross, Penneagle and PennLinks. A certified blend has a wide range of climatic adaptability.

Progressor Bentgrass Certified: An economical Bentgrass blend containing: L-93, Putter and Southshore. Available with and without Apron Seed Treatment.

T1: New generation of creeping bentgrass. The #1 darkest green bentgrass variety in the world Aggressive against poa annua, tenacious ground cover.

007 Bentgrass Certified: A new generation of bentgrass developed by Dr. Richard Hurley at Rutgers. It is a genetic spawn of 24 parent plants selected from the highest environmental pressure areas of the North East US.

Penn G-2: Superb turf quality-great choice for overseeding greens; very tolerant to traffic and wear stress. Good cold tolerance.